Abstract -The thumb is essential to the hand's function in grasping and manipulating objects. Previous anthropomorphic robot hands have thumbs that are biologically-inspired but kinematically-simplified. In order to study the biomechanics and neuromuscular control of hand function, an anatomical robotic model of the human thumb is constructed for the anatomically-correct testbed (ACT) hand. This paper presents our ACT thumb kinematic model that unifies a number of studies from biomechanical literature. We also validate the functional consistency (i.e. the nonlinear moment arm values) between the cadaveric data and the ACT thumb. This functional consistency preserves the geometric relationship between muscle length and joint angles, which allows robotic actuators to imitate human muscle functionality.
I. INTRODUCTION
An anatomically-correct testbed (ACT) hand is being developed to provide the following tools for novel research:
1. As a functional physical model of a human hand for neuro-and plastic-surgeons to analyse surgical reconstruction techniques for impaired hands, 2. As an experimental testbed to study the complex neuromuscular control of the human hand, and 3. As a telemanipulator that mimics both the passive and active properties of a human hand for precision teleoperation and prosthetics.
Although researchers have developed many variations of biologically-inspired hands, there is not yet a robotic hand which can accomplish the goals listed above because none are anatomically-correct. Often anthropomorphic robotic hands have reduced degrees of freedom or joint axes and actuators that do not correspond to the human counterparts [1] [2] [3] [4] . Educational and medical models of bones, joints, and muscles may be valuable as static anatomical references but are inadequate functional devices. In order to investigate the three objectives above, researchers are designing an ACT hand that preserves the key features and properties that define a human hand's biomechanical function and neural control.
The initial effort on the ACT hand concentrated on designing and building a complete index finger [5, 6] . Essential anatomical elements of the working prototype include the number of bones and muscles, degrees of freedom at each joint, tendon insertion locations on the bone, and tendon topology of the extensor mechanism. In addition, the ACT index finger retains the complex geometry of the bone surfaces (crucial for maintaining tendon force vectors and moment arms), joint range of motion, and bone size, mass, and strength [5] . An actuator system was also developed to model passive and active muscle contribution to the finger dynamics [7] .
Achieving full hand function or even minimal grasping capability requires a working thumb in combination with the index finger. The human thumb's opposability and strength is fundamental to the hand's interaction with and manipulation of objects [8, 9] . Since clinicians commonly consider the thumb responsible for at least 50% of overall hand function [10] , it is crucial to include an appropriate model of the thumb in the ACT hand. Some dextrous robot hands are capable of successful grasping motion with a mechanical thumb identical to the fingers except for placement in an opposed position. The Stanford/JPL hand has a three-degree-of-freedom finger placed opposite two other three-degree-of-freedom fingers [1] . Another example is the Utah/MIT hand, which has four digits with 4 degrees of freedom, with one finger place on a palm base opposed to the other three [2] . The Robonaut hand does incorporate a three-degree-of-freedom thumb kinematically distinct from the fingers [3, 4] . However, none of these mechanical thumbs is driven by a number of actuators equivalent to the number of thumb muscles. Thus they are unsuitable for studying biomechanical control in humans.
This paper presents the kinematic model of the robotic thumb for an ACT hand (Section II), the mechanical design of the thumb joints (Section III), and the incorporation of tendon structures into the model (Section IV). Section V presents the experimental validation and results of the moment arm measurements. We conclude in Section VI with a discussion of how the thumb prototype might be integrated with an anatomically-correct index finger to form the basis of an anatomical robot hand.
II. KINEMATIC MODEL OF THE THUMB
The kinematic properties of the ACT thumb should mimic those of a human thumb. Matching the robotic thumb joints to the anatomic joints creates the proper relative motion between the bones. Working from the wrist up to the thumb tip, the four bones of the thumb are the trapezium carpal bone, the first metacarpal, the proximal phalanx, and the distal phalanx. The three thumb joints are named the carpometacarpal (CMC), metacarpophalangeal (MCP), and interphalangeal (IP) joints, as shown in Fig.1 The classification of each articulating joint includes the number of degrees of freedom as well as the location of the rotational axes. The human thumb has been described by a variety of kinematic models [8, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] . Although several researchers describe the IP joint has having one rotational degree of freedom [11, 12, 14] , there is less consensus on the characterization of the MCP and CMC joints. Previous research [11, 12] investigating thumb motion considered both the MCP and CMC joints to be universal joints, which have two perpendicular and intersecting axes.
We chose to model the thumb as having five degrees of freedom. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the IP joint has a flexionextension (FE) axis and the MCP and CMC joints each have one flexion-extension axis and one adduction-abduction (AA) axis. These are the five axes reported by [13, 14] , based on a method which mechanically locates the rotational axes in cadaver hand specimens. Results of [13, 14] suggest that the thumb's MCP and CMC joints are not universal joints, because the FE and AA axes found in the cadaver hands were non-orthogonal and non-intersecting. Recent research [15] has used Denavit-Hartenberg robotic notation to simulate a five link model of the thumb [16] with the same kinematic description as [13, 14] .
The ACT hand requires a thumb with these five anatomic axes instead of the simpler universal joint model to accurately represent hand biomechanics. For example, computer simulation of a thumb model with intersecting and orthogonal axes at the universal joints for the MCP and CMC predicted unrealistic forces generated at the thumbtip [17] , which would be undesirable in achieving our three stated objectives for the ACT hand. In addition, modeling the robotic thumb with the non-perpendicular and offset rotational axes reported in [13, 14] provides the kinematic basis for other important anatomic characteristics, such as muscle moment arms about a given rotational axis. Using the more complex model of non-orthogonal and nonintersecting joints more accurately preserves the workspace of the thumb. This is achieved without added actuation complexity, because the motors are connected indirectly to the bones through the tendons instead of being mounted directly within the joint as in other robotic hands.
Other literature proposes a third axis in the CMC joint to account for the axial rotation of the thumb, as reviewed in [13, 14] . Our kinematic model of the thumb does not include a third degree of freedom at the CMC joint, because [11] demonstrated that axial rotation for pronationsupination was not independent of the flexion-extension and adduction-abduction angles. The ACT thumb does not currently incorporate a load-dependent translational degree of freedom for the trapezium bone as suggested by [15] , although this feature could be introduced once the thumb is integrated into an ACT robot hand design.
III. MECHANICAL DESIGN OF JOINTS
Although our robotic thumb attempts to reproduce human thumb anatomy, the mechanical implementation of the joints reproduces only those features required for equivalent kinematic function. Complete duplication of the complex articular cartilage topology and synovial tissue constraints around the bones could also create the appropriate degrees of freedom. However, this would then require regenerative artificial tissue to compensate for material wear of the soft tissue as well as fluid lubrication to substitute for synovial fluid in human joints. Instead, the ACT thumb design achieves low friction with machined pin joints at each rotational axis and incorporates range of motion constraints through joint cavities in the bone, an approach consistent with a previous ACT index finger design [5] .
A. Location of joint axes in bones
Though the finger bones in a previous implementation of the first ACT hand [6] consisted of cylindrical links of the same diameter, the current ACT finger replicates the anatomical bone shape due to the dependency of the muscle moment arm value on the shape of the bone surface in contact with the tendon [5] . We use three-dimensional thumb bone geometry from the same data source as the ACT finger.
We located the five joint axes of the thumb based on the kinematic model described in Section II. Although [13] [14] [15] document numerical data for relative placement of the joint axes in the thumb, [15] reports results from computer simulation output in terms of absolute length with a given statistical distribution. In order to account for the size scaling of our particular bone data, the ACT thumb implements the findings from the cadaver measurements in [13, 14] specified by non-dimensional proportions and angles.
The resulting locations of the axes within the thumb bones are shown in Fig. 2 . The IP joint FE axis passes through the distal end of the proximal phalanx and is not perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the thumb. The FE and AA axes of the MCP joint are also non-orthogonal and nonintersecting, as explained above. The FE axis is fixed relative to the proximal phalanx while the AA axis is fixed relative to the metacarpal bone, but both intersect the distal end of the metacarpal bone. Unlike the MCP joint, the two non-orthogonal axes of the CMC joint are located in different bones and thus more drastically offset. The CMC AA axis passes through the proximal end of the metacarpal bone, while the CMC FE axis intersects with the trapezium carpal bone.
B. Joint Range of Motion
Although the joint angle for a revolute joint is a free kinematic variable [18] , constraints in the human thumb limit the joint angle around an axis to a subset of values less than the complete 360 degrees. Biologically, ligaments and other soft tissue around the joint capsule restrict relative movement of the bones to a range of angles. In the constructed thumb, anatomically-correct ranges of motion are maintained through joint cavities cut in the solid bone.
The literature reports a variety of motion ranges for the three thumb joints based on both cadaver studies and human experiments [11, 12, 19, 20] . We based our values primarily on the results of [11] , which reports the active ranges of motion for different degrees of freedom based on the thumbs of a consistent subject group. We supplement this with values from [12] for the IP FE range of motion.
One source of uncertainty is the definition of the thumb's neutral position, in part due to the lack of an accepted terminology for its planes of motion. The range of motion reported by [11, 12] only indicates the range of flexion-extension or adduction-abduction movement but not the absolute location of the swept angle range. Knowing the neutral position, which defines where these ranges were measured from, would eliminate ambiguity of where the joint cavities should be in the ACT thumb bones. An offset joint range of motion in the model would result in incorrect muscle moment arms, which are a function of joint angle as reported by [20] . Our goal was to match the muscle moment arms with reported values for the thumb. However, the moment arm data in [20] is reported for a different range of angles based on in vitro cadaver measurement, which may not coincide with the in vivo results from [11] .
The designed range of motion (Table 1) for the ACT thumb thus targets the values reported by [11] but includes additional space at the joint cavity extremes. For this first iteration, a neutral position of the thumb is approximated based on the posture of the three-dimensional bone data. Larger adjustment was made for the two adductionabduction ranges of motion due to greater uncertainty of the neutral location. The widened cavity allows moment arm measurement over a more flexible range of motion.
Comparison with data reported in [20] can then determine the necessary adjustment to the neutral position for a following iteration with correct target ranges. 
C. Physical joint design
The three joints of the thumb require individual mechanical designs because of the differences in the number of degrees of freedom and separation between axes.
1) IP single hinge joint:
The IP joint design consists of single pin joint to represent the flexion-extension degree of freedom between the two phalangeal bones. A link arm rigidly attached to the distal phalange rotates about an axle coinciding with the IP FE axis in the proximal phalange (Fig. 3A) . The spatial separation imposed by the link arm is based on the natural separation between the bones from the thumb scan source. In a human hand, cartilage and synovial tissue would fill this space to maintain proper distance between bones for smooth motion.
The geometry of the articulating bone ends was maintained except for a narrow slot that allows the small diameter link arm to rotate around the IP FE axis pin. The span of the cavity enforces the joint range of motion to the targeted value in Table 1 .
2) MCP gimbal: The MCP joint required a miniature gimbal design to physically implement the two degrees of freedom for flexion-extension and adduction-abduction between the metacarpal and proximal phalange. A larger gimbal design would necessitate a substantial joint cavity to allow for motion along both rotational axes, removing a crucial area of the bone surface geometry that contacts the extensor mechanism [5] .
The design of the gimbal is similar to that for the ACT index finger in [5] , modified to incorporate the axes' nonorthogonality and offset. Supported by a pair of miniature ball bearings, the gimbal piece rotates around the MCP AA axis fixed within the metacarpal bone. A small pin joint in the gimbal piece represents the MCP FE axis, which is fixed relative to the proximal phalange via a link arm. A bend in the link arm allows for a reduced slot cut, mainly in the metacarpal palmar surface, to preserve as much of the threedimensional bone solid as possible (Fig. 3B) . The sweep of the joint cavity restricts the movement of the gimbal assembly to the appropriate MCP joint range of motion.
3) CMC double hinge joint: The CMC joint involves two pin joints at the ends of a single link arm to realize the flexion-extension and adduction-abduction degrees of freedom.
Though the CMC and MCP joints are conceptually similar in that they both have FE and AA degrees of freedom, a gimbal design is not suitable for the CMC joint because its two rotational axes are located in separate bones.
The link arm between the carpal and metacarpal bone maintains the proper separation while allowing rotation about both axes. One pin joint coincides with the CMC AA axis in the proximal end of the metacarpal, while the other pin joint represents the CMC FE axis, which intersects the trapezium carpal bone (Fig. 3C ). Joint range of motion for each of the two axes is constrained by narrow slot cuts in the metacarpal and trapezium bones.
D. Construction and assembly
Each of the four thumb bones was printed in ABS plastic using a fuse deposition modeling (FDM) machine (Stratasys FDM3000). The three-dimensional bone data modified with the designed joint cavities were downloaded from our CAD package directly to the surface curves files required for the FDM process. Some of the small diameter holes for the hinge joint axles were re-drilled on the milling machine because the FDM support material created a ridged hole surface with inadequate diameter.
Joint link arms were manually machined from 1/8" stainless steel rod, while the MCP gimbal piece was turned and milled from 3/16" oil hardening drill rod. Aluminum 1/16" dowel pins cut to length served as hinge joint axles.
Assembly of the ACT thumb consisted of affixing link arms and gimbal bearings to the solid bone models with multi-purpose adhesive and then inserting each axle pin through the corresponding bone and link arm. A rod inserted into the proximal surface of the carpal bone connects the thumb to an aluminum plate representing the plane of the palm at the base of the thumb (Fig. 4) .
IV. TENDON MODEL AND IMPLEMENTATION
Human movement is actuated by muscles which execute neural activation signals originating from the brain.
The muscles which insert on the thumb include the flexor pollicis longus (FPL), flexor pollicis brevis (FPB), extensor pollicis longus (EPL), extensor pollicis brevis (EPB), abductor pollicis longus (APL), abductor pollicis brevis (APB), opponens pollicis (OPP), and adductor pollicis (ADP) with transverse and oblique transverse origins (ADPt, ADPo). In addition, the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) inserts onto the index finger but originates from the thumb.
Since tendons are the physical connection between bones and muscle, their orientation determines the transfer of muscle contractile force to joint rotation. The current iteration of the ACT thumb models the muscle tendon with nylon cable affixed to points along the bone surface. Insertion points were based on anatomical hand data in [21, 22] . Motion of an actuated joint depends on the force line of action as well as the point of application. In particular, it is important to preserve the tendon moment arm, which is the geometric relationship between tendon excursion and joint angle.
Tendons that control the thumb act on the bones at various orientations, and their routing is primarily determined by the combination of insertion and origin points. We do not incorporate an extensor mechanism structure for the extensor muscles of the thumb. Guide holes in the mounting plate of the ACT thumb (Fig. 5) route the tendons to the appropriate origin points, mimicking the muscles' lines of action. Additional routing constraints mimic the anatomical pulleys which prevent the tendons from bowstringing in extreme positions.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The moment arm relationship for the muscles is critical to the biomechanical mapping between the muscle actuators and the kinematic configuration. The design decisions for using three-dimensional bone geometry and adding tendon routing structure were specifically aimed at preserving the appropriate moment arm relationship at all the joint degrees of freedom. In particular, the moment arm is not constant with joint angle, as documented for the thumb in [20] .
We computed the independent moment arm for each muscle over the multiple degrees of freedom. Four rotational axes were fixed in a neutral position. Each muscle actuating across the free rotational axis was independently tested by recording the joint angle and corresponding tendon excursion length. Analytically, the moment arm is the derivative of the tendon excursion with respect to joint angle [23] . We approximate the derivative from a backward finite difference:
where l is the tendon excursion length and is the change in joint angle.
Out of the total 33 moment arms measured for the ACT thumb, 18 are within one standard deviation (SD) of cadaveric measurements [20] for more than half the range of motion, with 13 moment arms within 1 SD for three-fourths of the entire range of motion, and 9 moment arms within 1 SD for the entire range of motion. Fig. 6A shows a sample result for the ADPo tendon for the CMC AA degree of freedom, where the moment arm was within 1 SD for the entire range of motion. Figs. 6B and 6C show examples where the ACT thumb result was within 1 SD for threefourths or one-half of the range of motion, respectively. Although the moment arm values are not strictly within the standard deviation of cadaveric measurement, the trends of the nonlinear relationship were similar (Fig. 6B) .
For the remaining fifteen moment arms, 2 are within 2 SD, 7 are within 3 SD, and 6 are within 5.5 SD of average cadaveric thumb measurements. Figs. 6D and 6E show some sample plots of such results where the robotic thumb moment arms were not within 1 SD for most of the range of motion, but within 2 SD and 5.5 SD, respectively. The fact that some of the robotic thumb moment arms are outside a few SD of the mean measurement arises from the small standard deviation reported for cadaver thumbs in [20] , which studied 7 hands from 6 cadaver subjects. For example, the results for the FPB tendon over the MP FE degree of freedom (Fig. 6E) is within 3.5 SD for the entire range of motion except for the data point at 50 degrees joint angle. However, even the worst cases within several SD of cadaveric measurements still match the general nonlinear trend of cadaveric measurement, where moment arms may increase or decrease with joint angle for specific portions of the range of motion.
In general, mismatches could be due to the interdependence of the moment arms, the topology of networked tendons, and the scale of the robotic thumb bones. Because several muscles span more than one joint, adjusting the insertion point may favourably change the moment arm for one degree of freedom but have the opposite effect on another degree of freedom that the same muscle actuates. Interdependency between muscle moment arms could also arise from anatomic structures such as the thumb extensor hood, which was not modelled in this prototype of the ACT thumb. In addition, the scale of the robotic thumb bones for the ACT hand may be scaled larger or smaller than the average hand studied in [20] , resulting in our results being biased relative to the cadaveric measurements.
The results show that preserving rotational axes, bone surface geometry, and tendon insertion points maintains the important moment arm relationships for the independent degrees of freedom. VI. DISCUSSION Our investigation highlights important features for developing an anatomical and functional model of the thumb, a crucial component of any hand activity involving manipulation and interaction with objects.
The kinematics of the ACT thumb include five degrees of freedom for the three thumb joints. We chose to design the thumb with rotational axes which were not aligned with anatomical planes of the body. In addition, axes are nonorthogonal and non-intersecting when two degrees of freedom exist at a single joint. Although implementing a simplified model with universal joints would reduce manufacturing difficulty, maintaining the complex kinematic description preserves the correct anatomic motion necessary for the ACT hand's intended research contributions.
Machined joints allow for low-friction joints without reproducing biological soft tissue constraints or using synovial-like fluid lubrication. Joint cavities impose the approximate range of motion at each degree of freedom, and their size can be modified in the future to match the neutral position of the thumb based on moment arm measurements. The one exception is joint motion of the MCP gimbal, which freely abducts and adducts at zero flexion-extension orientation but otherwise is properly constrained.
The ACT thumb currently models the tendons as individual actuators. This was sufficient for preserving several of the independent moment arm relationships. To further improve the independent moment arms of the robotic thumb, a physical model of the extensor mechanism topology may be required, as suggested by previous work on the index finger [6] . For composite joint motion, it may also be necessary to investigate models of the thumb's extensor mechanism. Future work on the ACT thumb can also extend the current prototype in several other aspects. Modified designs of the bones with adjusted joint cavities and material removal can be fabricated from aluminum to mimic biologic bone structural strength and mass. In addition, connecting the artificial tendon cables to mechanical actuators requires matching muscle active and passive properties. Ultimately, we intend to design a consolidated ACT hand that integrates the robotic thumb with a robotic index finger to form the basis of a functional hand for studying and understanding neural control of human dextrous manipulation.
